
Figure 1: Map of South America

(d) Discuss to what extent your methodology is general and declarative (as
opposed to a hack for this very particular problem). In particular, would
your program be essentially different it the question were about coloring
with 3 colors?

[6 points]
Solution: (a) We use four propositions:

a: ”Argentina is blue” (since there are two colors, i.e. blue and green,
−a means Argentina is green).

b: ”Bolivia is blue”.

c: ”Chile is blue”.

p: ”Peru is blue”.

The knowledge base contains (a↔ −b is the short form of (a∧−b)∨(−a∧b)):

a↔ −b.
a↔ −c.
b↔ −c.
b↔ −p.
c↔ −p.
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Each of the above formulas states that the two adjacent countries in the
formula have different colors. For example the first formula says Argentina
and Bolivia have different colors.

[6 points]
Solution: (b) We use the knowledge base as the assumptions in Prover9
and show that F (false symbol) can be derived as a goal. That means the
knowledge base is not satisfiable, i.e. there is no truth assignment for the
propositions that satisfies all the formulas. Since each truth assignment cor-
responds to a possible coloring, we can conclude that there is no coloring
using two colors.

[10 points]
Solution: (c) See Appendix A.

[5 points]
Solution: (d) The proof is only valid for two colors. That is because, the
color of a country is determined by the truth value assigned to its proposition
and for each proposition there are only two possible truth values (true or
false).

2. There are two sealed boxes, of gold and silver. It is known that only one
of them contains the diamond. Each of the boxes has a label on top, saying:

• Label on Gold Box: “The diamond is not here”.

• Label on Silver Box: “Exactly one of the labels is true”.

It is also known that at most one of the labels is true. Determine using
PROPOSITIONAL logic and Prover9 where the diamond is. More specif-
ically,
(a) Write a propositional knowledge basis describing the above situation.
Explain.
(b) Describe how to use Prover9 to deduce in which box is the diamond.
Include the file and run as in problem 1.
(c) Explain what Prover9 did.

[6 points]
Solution: (a) We use three propositions:
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g: ”The label of the gold box is true”.

s: ”The label of the silver box is true”.

d: ”The diamond is in the gold box”.

The knowledge base contains:

g ↔ −d.
s↔ ((−s ∧ g) ∨ (s ∧ −g)).

The first formula corresponds to the statement in on label of the gold box
and the second formula captures the statement in on label of the silver box.

[5 points]
Solution: (b) We use the formulas in the knowledge base as the assumptions
in Prover9 and then we try to prove either d or −d (the diamond is in the
gold box or not) as the goal.

[10 points]
Solution: (c) The proof is in Appendix A. Line 1 and 2 are the assump-
tions (non-clause form) and Line 3 is the goal. Prover9 first transforms the
formulas into clauses. Line 5-6 are the assumptions as clauses and Line 8 is
the negation of the goal (Prover9 adds the negation of the goal and tries to
reach $F ). Line 9 (g) is obtained from Line 5 (g|d) and Line 8 (−d) by a
resolution step and Line 10 (s) is the result of resolving Line 7 (s| − g) and
Line 9 (g). Finally, he proof is complete by reaching $F using Line 6, 9, and
10 (−s| − g, g, and s).

Note that the additional assumption in the question saying ”At most one
of the labels is true” was not necessary since it is derived from the second
assumption during the proof (Line 6).
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R and (b∗, c∗) ∈ R (otherwise the proof is immediate, since the premise is
false). From (b∗, c∗) ∈ R and the fact that R is symmetric, we drive that
(c∗, b∗) ∈ R. Applying the transitivity of R and (a∗, c∗) ∈ R, (c∗, b∗) ∈ R we
can conclude (a∗, b∗) ∈ R which completes the proof.

[5 points]
Solution: (c) As a counterexample consider A from part (a) and let R′ be
{(1, 1), (2, 2), (3, 3), (1, 2), (2, 1), (2, 3), (3, 2)}. R is reflexive and symmetric
(1. and 2.) but it is not transitive (e.g. (1, 2), (2, 3) ∈ R′ but (1, 3) 6∈ R′).

[5 points]
Solution: (d) A possible counterexample is A and R from part (a).

A Appendix: Input/Output Files

Question 1. (c)

============================== prooftrans ============================

Prover9 (32) version Dec-2007, Dec 2007.

Process 9604 was started by Mostafa on Mostafa-PC,

Fri Feb 12 14:48:57 2016

The command was "/cygdrive/c/Program Files (x86)/

Prover9-Mace4/bin-win32/prover9".

============================== end of head ===========================

Assumptions:

a <-> -b.

a <-> -c.

b <-> -c.

b <-> -p.

c <-> -p.

Goal:

F.

============================== end of input ==========================

============================== PROOF =================================
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% -------- Comments from original proof --------

% Proof 1 at 0.00 (+ 0.01) seconds.

% Length of proof is 14.

% Level of proof is 5.

% Maximum clause weight is 2.

% Given clauses 12.

1 a <-> -b # label(non_clause). [assumption].

2 a <-> -c # label(non_clause). [assumption].

3 b <-> -c # label(non_clause). [assumption].

7 -a | -b. [clausify(1)].

8 a | b. [clausify(1)].

9 -a | -c. [clausify(2)].

10 a | c. [clausify(2)].

11 -b | -c. [clausify(3)].

12 b | c. [clausify(3)].

18 -c | b. [resolve(9,a,8,a)].

19 c | -b. [resolve(10,a,7,a)].

20 b. [resolve(18,a,12,b),merge(b)].

21 c. [back_unit_del(19),unit_del(b,20)].

23 $F. [back_unit_del(11),unit_del(a,20),unit_del(b,21)].

============================== end of proof ==========================

Question 2. (b)

============================== prooftrans ============================

Prover9 (32) version Dec-2007, Dec 2007.

Process 8424 was started by Mostafa on Mostafa-PC,

Fri Feb 12 12:37:38 2016

The command was "/cygdrive/c/Program Files (x86)/

Prover9-Mace4/bin-win32/prover9".

============================== end of head ===========================

Assumptions:

g <-> -d.

s <-> ((-s & g) | (s & -g)).

Goal:

d.
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============================== end of input ==========================

============================== PROOF =================================

% -------- Comments from original proof --------

% Proof 1 at 0.00 (+ 0.00) seconds.

% Length of proof is 10.

% Level of proof is 4.

% Maximum clause weight is 2.

% Given clauses 0.

1 g <-> -d # label(non_clause). [assumption].

2 s <-> -s & g | s & -g # label(non_clause). [assumption].

3 d # label(non_clause) # label(goal). [goal].

5 g | d. [clausify(1)].

6 -s | -g. [clausify(2)].

7 s | -g. [clausify(2)].

8 -d. [deny(3)].

9 g. [back_unit_del(5),unit_del(b,8)].

10 s. [back_unit_del(7),unit_del(b,9)].

11 $F. [back_unit_del(6),unit_del(a,10),unit_del(b,9)].

============================== end of proof ==========================
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